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REPLAYING LIFE'S TAPE
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Figure 4: An outcome that carries no trace of its past. See text.
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Figure 3: Random drift of gene frequencies leads to t\vo different outcomes
from the same starting point (no selection, population size 100; generated
by Donald Alstad's Populus program). See text.

III. THE CAUSAL-DEPENDENCE VERSION OF HISTORICAL CONTINGENCY

V\lhile the first version ofcontingency emphasizes the unpredictability
of evolutionary outcomes, the second version emphasizes the causal
dependence of outcomes on prior circumstances, which might seem
obvious enough, but which is intended in a way that is not trivial.
Consider that a marble in the bottom of a bowl could have rolled

there from anywhere inside the lip (Figure 4).
Its present position is, in this sense, not dependent on its particular

prior position and carries no trace of its past. The physics of the
situation leads inexorably from any starting point inside the lip to the
same position at the bottom.
Evolution, Gould argued, is not like that. Nothing, not even natural

selection, leads inexorably from any starting point to the same
outcome-not even in indistinguishable environments. Present (and
future) forms of lineages are highly dependent upon their prior
ancestral states. The main reason for this, according to Gould, in-
volves what he called "historical constraints." These are factors "inter-
nal" to the ancestors of a lineage that restrict the range of variations
upon which natural selection can act to modify further the lineage.
In Gould's terms, historical constraints "restrict the freedom of nat-
ural selection to establish and control the direction of evolution"
(ibid., p. 1028). Historical constraints ensure that future forms of a
lineage are inscribed with the "unerasable signatures" of past forms-
that is, unerasable by natural selection (WL 283).
For example, neither whales nor fish have legs, and from an

adaptive point of view, it is sufficiently clear why. But the four-legged
ancestors of whales provided very different variations for natural

to act upon than did the legless ancestors of fish. And this
dIfference in variations available to natural selection is evident in the
different ou:comes. may no longer have legs, but they carry
around rudImentary pelVIses that natural selection has not com-
ple,tely erased. The exact outcome of whale evolution is thus his.
toncally contingent in the sense of being causally dependent on the
ancestral state of whales.]2

moving on to the empirical tests ofGould's views, it is worth
to the unpredictability and causal-dependence
of hIStoncaI contmgency make different points, they are simi-

.at least respect. That is, they make the same general point
VIs-a-VIS evolutIOn by natural selection. Together, they rule out the sort
of portrayed in Figure 5. That is, they rule
o.ut the Idea. that evo!utIOn by natural selection in a specified en-

wIll result III a predictable outcome regardless of ancestml
s!artzngpoznt. (And what is more, this noninexorable nature of evolu-
tIOn has nothing to do 'with sampling error and random drift:)

.. 12When Gould discussed the ,causal of evolutionary outcomes on prior
st,ates',he usually, (a,s I emphaSIzed historical constraints on the range and

of variatIOn. ThlS IS, at least on the face of it, a very different source of
random mutation and mutational order, which he emphasized in

\Vlth the unpredictability of evolutionary outcomes. But it is worth noting
b:-lefly, random mutation and mutational order are not only a source of unprc-

but a :-eason for causal dependence of outcomes on prior states, Con-
Sider the scenano In Figure 2 that I discussed earlier. Here the difference in outcomes is
depend,el1t on the difference in prior states, XSY1 and XI2 Yt , a difference that was
unpredl,ctable given state A (Xl Y1) and the environment inhabited by each
population. Moreover, It mIght be argued that as the initial differences are COlll-

pounded differences in the order oEmmation, and epistatic interactions with
yet oth:r traits, descendants of each lineage will eventually differ enough that
they offer, qUite different of variation for further evolution by natural
seiect.lOn..In thiS way, random mut.1.tlon and mutational order might give rise to differ-
ent hIstOrical constraints,
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Figure 5: "What the two versions of historical contingency, together, rule
out: namely, that the same evolutionary outcome would result twice from
the same ancestral starting point, and even from different starting points,
presumably due to the overwhelming influence of natural selection. See text.

Nonetheless, interesting and important differences between the
two versions of historical contingency remain. The sources of con-
tingency in the unpredictability sense-random mutation and muta-
tional order-render the future somewhat independent of the pase
VVhile the sources of contingency in the causal-dependence sense-
historical constraints on variation-inscribe the future with the past.
Differences between the two versions are also important to keep in

mind in considering attempts to test Gould's view(s) on contingency.
IV. TESTING GOULD'S VIEWS: A MACROEVOLUTIONARY

"NATURAL EXPERIMENT"

Toward the end of Wonderful Life, Gould mused, regretfully, that of
course the tape can never be replayed. There can never be a con-
trolled experiment to confirm or disconfirm the contingency of an
evolutionary outcome. However, as he more cheerfully noted, nature
sometimes presents us with fairly well designed evolutionary experi-
ments featuring closely related-and hence similar, if not indistin-
guishable-lineages inhabiting fairly similar environments over long
periods of time (WL 297-99). Let us now consider one of those
"natural experiments," as analyzed by the Losos group (op. cit.). And
then finally I will consider something like an actual replaying of the
tape as designed and analyzed by the Travisano group (op. cit.)
Losos and colleagues were primarily concerned to put the causal-

dependence version of historical contingency to the test. And this is
reflected in the first sentence of their paper: "The theory of historical
contingency proposes that unique past events have a large influence
on subsequent evolution" (op. cit., p. 2115). But their study actually.
bears on both versions of contingency, and there are indications in
their article that this was not entirely inadvertent. For example, their

13 The first two sentences of the body of the Losos paper suggest that the two versions
are logically related-that the unpredictability interpretation follows from the causal-
dependence version:
The theory of historical contingency proposes that unique past events have a large
influence on subsequent evolution. A corollary is that repeated occurrences of an
evolutionary event would result in radically different outcomes (p. 2115).

If the corollary is that replays from identical starting points in identical environments
lead to different outcomes (leave the "radically" aside), then of course it does
not follow. However, Losos (personal communication, August 3, 2004) confirms that
the second sentence should be interpreted as making a point more in keeping with
the first-something like: replays from different starting conditions, even iii similar
environmental conditions, will lead to different outcomes. His point is that, in the real
worid, environments are at best similar, never identical.

14 Losos and B. Sinervo, "The Effects of Morphology and Perch Diameter on Sprint
PClformance of Anolis Lizards," Journal ojExperimental Biology CXLV (1989): 25-30. For

title, "Contingency and Detenninism in Replicated Adaptive Ra-
diations ... " suggests that they were addressing the unpredictability
interpretation, by pursuing the question whether the outcomes of
replicated radiations are contingent, or predictable. The first sen-
tence of their abstract suggests the same:

The vagaries of history lead to the prediction that repeated instances
of evolutionary diversification will lead to disparate outcomes even if
starting conditions are similar (op. GiL, p. 2115).13

Losos and his colleagues studied the evolutionary diversification of
lizards of the genus Analis on fOUf islands in the Caribbean: Cuba,
Hispaniola, Jamaica, and Puerto Rico. No single species occurs on
more than one island, but the same "ecomorphic" types of species
occur over and over (an "ecomorph" is a type of species that is
adapted to a particular niche). For example, each island has its own
"twig ecomorph" species ofAnolis that is well adapted to living on and
navigating narrow twigs. These lizards have relatively short legs and
well developed toe pads (they also have a slow, searching form of
foraging behavior, and rely primarily on cryptic coloration combined
'With stillness for defense against their own predators). And each
island has its own "trunk-ground ecomorph" species that is well
adapted to life on tree trunks and the ground. These lizards have
longer limbs and less well developed toe pads (and they run and grab
moving prey, and run to escape their own predators) .There are also
tw'O other ecomorphs on each island, adapted to life on two other
parts of trees. The adaptive fit of the various ecomorphs to their
preferred habitats has been well studied, for example, by "chasing"
different types of lizards along rods of different diameters, and
measuring their speed and agility.14
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Figure 1: The two versions of histotical contingency. (a) The unpredictabil-
ity version: from the same starting point A (A for ancestral), evolution
leads unpredictably to different outcomes 0 and 0'. (b) The causal-
dependence version: depending on the starting point, A or,A!, evolution
leads to 0 or Of. See text.

These two versions of historical contingency are clearly compatible.
VVe might even think of them as complementary components of 'a
combined interpretation, according to which:

a historically contingent sequence of events is one in which the prior
states are necessary or strongly necessary (causal-dependence version), but
insufficient (unpredictability version) to bring about the outcome.

Such a combined notion of contingency figures prominently in the
literature of philosophy of history and historiography. Gould, himself
an accomplished historian and philosopher of history, frequently
alluded to this by referring to "historical explanation" and "historical
narrative" (for example, in the previous quotation). He might prof-
itably have drawn more on this literature in clarifying his position;
but he did not. I will discuss his views in connection with this lit-
erature briefly in my conclusion.
In addition to the complementary roles that these notions of con-

tingency play in philosophy of history, they also play complementary
roles in Gould's critique of the all-sufficiency of selectionist reasoning,
to ,vhich I will tum shortly. But the best way to make sense of their roles
in Gould's critique of pan-selectionism is to continue to consider them
separately. For, as I will explain, Gould presents two different critiques
of selectionism, corresponding to the two versions of contingency. This
way of proceeding is also useful when considering subsequent tests of
Gould's views, which are sometimes aimed at one, and sometimes at the
other version or component of contingency. So I will back up and
consider each version and its bearing on selectionist thinking in greater
detail, beginning with the unpredictability notion.

A
UNPREDICTABILITY

6See the illustrations throughout Wonderful Life. See also http://vvww.nmnh.si.edu/
paleo/shale/index.html.

7 The analogy of "replaying the tape" is similar to an analogy used earlier by Simon
Convvay Morris in contemplating the same phenomena:
... if the clock was turned back so metazoan diversification was allowed to rerun
across the Precambrian-Cambrian boundary, it seems possible that the successful
body plans emerging from this initial burst of evolution may have included
wiwaxids rather than mollusks.

-''The Middle Cambrian Metazoan Wiwaxia corrugata (Matthew) from the Burgess
Shale and Ogygopsis Shale, British Columbia, Canada," Philosophical Tmnsactions oj the
Royal Society, London B CCCVII (l985): 507-82, p. 572; quoted by Gould, WL 238.

II. THE UNPREDICTABILITY VERSION OF HISTORICAL CONTINGENCY

Gould first raised the possibility of replaying life and getting different
outcomes from the same starting point as a way ofunderstanding why,
of many diverse multicellular animals that arose in the early Cam-
brian period (570 mya), only a small number persisted during the
apparent mass extinction that followed. "Why those few? 'Why, for
instance, did Pikaia-the first known chordate and possibly an an-
cestor ofvertebrates, including humans-persist, rather than Opabinia,
Wiwaxia, Hallucigenia, Anomalocaris or so many of the other
ful but extinct forms preserved in the Burgess Shale?6
One possibility is that the winners (including our ancestors) were

much better adapted to their environments. Indeed, they were so
much better adapted, that if we could put all the same Cambrian
ancestors back into the same Cambrian environments, we would get
the same '''linners over and over.
Another possibility is that the decimation that followed the Cambrian

explosion Vofas more like a "lottery" among forms that were equally
well, if differently, adapted, and hence had equal chances of survival
(WL 50, 239). In this case, ifwe replayed the tape we might end up with
descendants of Opabinia, Wiwaxia, Hallucigenia, or Anomalocaris in-
stead, and perhaps wewould not be around to watch the tape play out.7
Generalizing, when Gould speaks of replaying the tape, with the

unpredictability version of contingency in mind, he imagines what
would be the evolutionary outcomes if initially indistinguishable
ancestors were placed in indistinguishable environments (presum-
ably, if the environments change, they would change at the same
times and in the same ways). To the extent that natural selection
'within a particular environment is sufficient to determine which
forms prevail, then under these circumstances, the same outcomes
would prevail over and over. In denying that the same outcomes ""rill
result, Gould is not suggesting that the outcomes are inexplicable.
Rather, he is denying that selection alone is sufficient to guarantee
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